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Simplify and optimize your SAP® ship-
ping processes

If the number of parcel shipments increases, the shipping pro-

cesses must be seamlessly coordinated. The Flexus packing 

table application supports the mapping of physical processes 

in SAP®. This ensures the selection of the required packaging 

material, the formation of handling units („HUs“) and the provi-

sion of the required labels via SAP®. With the Flexus SAP Add-

On, the employees in the shipping department are relieved and

the output rate is increased tremendously.

Reliable shipping processes

With the packing table solution for SAP®, employees in the 

shipping process are guided through the individual work 

steps such as packing, weighing and label printing via an 

intuitive packing dialog directly in SAP®.

This greatly simplifies the process and guarantees a short 

training time. The Flexus packing table solution for SAP® 

enables the handling of all relevant packing table functi-

ons in a single application. The progress in the packaging 

process is always directly visible. The solution also makes it 

possible to control label printing for CEP service providers 

such as DPD or DHL directly from SAP®.

The employees in the shipping process can physically pack 

the picked materials in the packaging material at the pa-

cking table in the warehouse and then directly transfer them 

to the Flexus Packing Table in the SAP® system. The entries 

are made via a permanently installed scanner. In addition, 

the weight can be transmitted directly to the SAP® system 

via scale integration, for example.

Integration of different types of scales

Another focal point of the packing table solution is the connec-

tion of different types of scales to the packing table for automa-

tic weighing and closing of the required packages. The weight 

is automatically checked and recorded for the shipping order.

Integration of CEP service providers di-
rectly into SAP®

The shipping service providers are determined on the basis 

of weight data, packaging material and shipping location. 

Direct label printing takes place when the packages are 

completed. There is no need to enter data in a separate 

software of the respective service provider. The connection

of the most relevant parcel service providers (DHL, DPD, ...) 

is directly possible with the packing table application.

Benefits of Flexus Packing table solution

> Intuitive user interface for SAP® shipping processes
 
> Reduction of the error rate

> All necessary functions in one application
  
> Optimized and automated dispatch processing

> Note texts during packing

> Direct connection of the scales

> Label printing for CEP service providers

> Audio output of error and info messages
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Technologies for connection

> SAP Fiori and UI5-Design
 
> Printer connection (e.g. via Nice Label, OPAL label management)

> Connection to scales (e.g. Bizerba, Mettler Toledo)

All functions in one application

> Creation and packing of packages
 
> Automatic scale connection to SAP®

> Control of packing lines
 
> Automatic print control for package labels

> Automatic print control of stickers for shipping dangerous  
    goods (e.g. UN numbers)
 
> Parameterizable sound output for the user

Customer benefits through the introduc-
tion of Flexus Packing Table for SAP® at 
a glance

Users are guided through the individual work steps via an 

intuitive packing dialog. Using the packing table for SAP® 

makes the shipping process more efficient and reduces the 

error rate considerably.

> Direct integration of the packing table into SAP®

> Transparent process flow from warehouse logistics to the 
    dispatch logistics
  
> Simple posting of the packages directly on the terminal or 
    Cockpit

> Display and printout of specific labels

> Voice output (self-definable)
  
> Reduction of errors due to automated SAP processes

> Simple entry of document data for shipping

> Connection of different scales and printers
  
> Full control over the correct package content
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FLEXUSAG 
YOUR PREMIUM SAP® INTRALOGISTICS PARTNER 

If your company is looking for a partner who can help you with the digital transformation of your logistics processes, make the

decision easy. We are there for you. Flexus AG advises and supports medium-sized companies and international corporations in the

optimization of intralogistic processes in SAP.

As SAP partner company we are exactly the specialists when it comes to consulting and implementation of SAP logistics solutions. Benefit

from our holistic consulting approach and our many years of experience in the integration of individual logistics solutions. In particular, we

use the SAP add-ons of our 360° Logistics Suite©, which offer you the possibility to significantly streamline, simplify and thus noticeably

optimize your material flow.

Together, we create a competitive logistics infrastructure that equips you for the future.
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